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ABSTRACT .. ~F --~ POLYNOMIAL APPROACH TO TOPOLOGICAL ANAJ:.,YSIS 
by 
Richard M. Davitt (. 
The paper is a report of some work of Professor Kenneth 
Leland which may be found in his papers {l) A Polynomial 
-
Approach to Topological Analysis an1d (2) Topologicc\l Analysis 
of Analytic Functions. Section 2 -of ·the thesis expands the 
development of fl) whi,l.e· :Section 3 :amplifies a portion of (.2 _). 
In Secti.on 2-: man·y· .bais:i.c :re.su'It .. s of topo·l·o.gical .an··a·lysis 
a.re· op.-tai:ned f:or :i:wi.ce ... c.onti·nuously ct.:i_f.f:er-.ent..ia·b·le functions 
·u.s:i·ng onl·y £und.-alnE;h:t-a1. techniques. A =f·o,rm. of the Maximum 
.P:rinciple an4 s:chwar:z' s Lerruna are- proved J. .. ~ad·ing to an 
extremely u=se.fu.l ·gr·owth. rate; e·stimate for ·pol:j~nomials. Then:,-: 
u-sirt.g tl)e: s··ton·e.-Wei.er.s::t:rass Theorem, w~ .ob.t.a±r1 a-. p.o,l_ynomi,fl 
. . . 
:s.equenc:e ap_pro.x~rn.ating f'Qllcti:ons· f which are twiceii 
co·nti.nuously di.;f:f·erentiab·le 'Clfi t_he unit 4,isc; and fina:lly we 
! 
convert this· s.equence into :a 1p.ower- s~_r.i.e:s expansion f:o.=r f on 
the unit disc. We also ·v,eri .. fy· the, c)pen: mappi·ng: t·he·o.rem· a:nd 
:the Fundarnenta-1 'l'h·e:o.ren1 o·f Algebra~ 
In Seot ..i·o1t1: 3 :we :prcive .a useful Maximum .Pr.·±.n.c·ip.·le for -
·t:he- diffe·:ren.ce quotient and the Vitali-Stieltjes Theorem. 
Then we ·use: ·an adaptation -o.f .a standard·· proo·f. 1o·f the Riemann 
.Ma:pp'ing 'rheo:r:em to obt:~t.in ·a. pblynomial seq·u·e-nce approximating 
fu:rj.c.t.i.:on:s .f which: are. di .. fferentiab.le on t:he u·ni t disc. 
I 
Finally, w.e don.:-vert . thi:s sequence into ~·a p.ower ·series 
expansion f:or .f on-. the- -unit disc. 
·' ,,._. 









, In the introduction to· what has become the standard 
I' 
English reference work in the field of topological analysis, 
appropriately entitled Topological Analysis· [15], Professor 
·Whyburn has de-scribed the subject in the following manner 
"Topological analy~is consists of those basic theorems of analysis, especially ·of· the functions of a complex variable, which 
are essentially topological in character, developed and proved entirely by 
topological and pseudo-topological methods." 
The phrase "by topological and pseudo-topological 
m_e .. t·hods" was further· cla·rif.ied in t·h:e same introduc·tiori i.;n 
:a. -tnore· gr .less negative t·as.h-ion by :P.:rc,te;;sor Whyburn.;- .h-~-
temarked tha·t in topoJ.ogical analys:i~, a, m-inimum us.e .is -tc:l 
be made of .a.11 ?uch machinery and tools .of analysis •a:s 
derivatiyes, integrals, and. p·qwe.r s.e:ti·.es. However- tnuc·h· 
. . ' 
. 
... . '.. .I of ·the· mo·:te r-~-cent work don_e i.n the- ·f·.t.e!ld. ha_s made g.:t.factt. 
us-.e of the· der-i.vatiye -ai1_d the cl·osel_y re:1a·ted. functi·on, t:he 
·dif:f:e~ence (:lU.otien_.t-. Bu·t in- gene.ral no use of· ·the 1-:irie' 
integral i-s· m:irq.e, .g-n:d· it hii's :e.vol ved today that the funa·:a~--
mental d±f:f·erentiating a-sp~ ... ct -of topological an.al_ys·is a:$. 
oppose·q t.o c:las sical ana:lysis. i.s thq.:t .i-t. makes., :rio us·e· o-f 
an.y f:or-m o·f integration. 
:r·n cla.ssical complex an·a~.y-sis. th:e .u.su.al deve·l:opmet1t· 
_fo.1r. d_e:r·iv-i_rJg· the fundamental properties of analy.t_i-c f_µnq.t:ions·: · 
revolves ~round the integral and, the Cauchy Inte·.9r·a·1 fo·rm-u.1.a.-




then obtain the inf·i-nite differentiability of an·alyti·c: 






. .... : l ,. :.·· 
the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra as veritable corollaries • .., 
·Rouche' s Theorem, the open mapping theorem, the Maximum 
Principle, the power series expansion for analytic funftions 
and other basic results of complex analysis then follow 
quite naturally. 
In topological analysis as it ha·s thus f·ar· un:f.o·lded, 
,· titre mcist .fu:ndamental theorem has become the aper) mapping 
theorem ·for non-const~nt differentiable functi·ons· .. 
. Pt.crf.essor Whyburn ha.s· proven thi·s ·the.oreili in the abov~ 
trter1ti·oned text usin-g the topo'lc:>-g:ica-1 .. art>alogue of ·the 
, win.ding number, .. the t·opologica.·1 or ·c:-irculation .index. .-1:.r1 
th.e .j::ournals ove·r the.: :p:ast .. f~w ye .. airs ,. ma:thematician·s_.,. 
a.cti.-.ve ·in .:re:s.ea.r.c·h ,in th¢ .f.ield of t.opctl.ogical analy.s:is:,, 
:h_q;Ve :us.¢0. th.e open. mapping the·oren.l -as· a s-tarting ;po:i::nt f'..o·r:· 
the·ir .<;:1:eve·1·opII1ent.s· •. ·For example p·orce.l.li ancl :Connel.I. 
( .[3] ~,-LS]) h.av~ deri.v~d the inf in±t.e :cli·f·feren-tiabili ty· .and 
anti-d .. if.fgr.en·-ti-ability· of analytic.: ·f·unct.i..o.n·-s·, th.e e·}(is·tence. 
pf ·a :powe.-r :ser.±e .. s expansion for :such ·funct·iorts in certain 
r.eg.iqns. 'C>·f the com.plex ...,plane, L'itlu.VJ.·1.1e ':s. ·The:or-e.rrt, ·d:11.d t·he • 
. remclva.b.le singularity theo:rem:: us.·i.ng· on:ly' ·t;he. ·o·p:en .. µ\9-J?:Pi:n:9 
th.eo.rem and the q.;iffereri.c·e .. quo:tie;nt .• 
. '/...,-~-. Most recently· Conrre·.11 [2] h·a.s demonstrated. ·tiow .on~. 
:fundamental prop:ert·y -of analytic-· functions qa.11. :be pro-ve·d'. 
quite succ·i11ct.l·y "usi·ng only the te,c.J;i:n.iq·ue~ of· alge·br.ait~ 
topology. Using homology theory .and .. an ··an:.a·lo.g,ti~ of the 
winding number, ~e has produced a ve:ry. ·simple _proof that 
:t.he .existence of one derivative ·fo·r .a f't1:nbt-t-cJ"n .of a comp·lex 
-3-
'.C,.,•• .. ·,.,_.-,.",,, ,a··, '···1·.-·co,.,·, ';. ,,., •. ,_:__c..,.~,-.-;.., 
variable imp.lies the existence of the second derivative. 
In a polynomial approach to tqpological analysis the 
basic tools are, of course, the complex polynomials and 
the central result {s6ught is the existence of~ power series 
expansion for functions analytic in some l;:>c.r~1nded region R. 
In this pap~r two·dev~lopments leading t6 such a power 
s_eries expansion -will be elucidated. B·o:th o-f these 
._de-veloprnents hav¢ ·the.:i;r_ .origins in the work of K. o. Leland 
.:( 19] , [10]) • In· 'th_e: fi:t>s:::t. ·.cle-velopment ( Section 2) the family 
of cotrtf:).le:x vaJ:ued functions A = {f: fec 2 on u, fEC°. on u} 
,I i . 
:w_:il:·1 be the foe.al poj.p .. t wh·ere u ·is the open unit disc in 
-the complex plcin$ and· 'u' -is its clo_$ure. :Using this attack 
~ ;r.nany basic re.s:ul.ts- o:f ·topolog.ical ana.l:y·s.i-:s: wil-1 be obtained: 
-f_o.r twice c;o .. pt·i-nuously differentiab.l·e f·µnct·ions without the-'· 
use of tbe: -integr:a·l:, measure theory-, :topologic·a1 indexes or '", ,' 
·gl,gebraic ·topol-ogy·, The entire- .q_e.ve:lopment _i_s self-
-con-t_a.inE=d: ~.nd :use-s- on.iy e:.·le:mentaPy :methods :-qnd the: Stone-
We-iei.:-s t·_r_as:.s :T.h:e~t)rem_. Tb._e- ·Seicond dey~lopment- .(.S:ect_i_qn_ 3-f 
·ce-rta·in ·b·as-:·ic •. • ·.; .. ·. . . . . . 
.. :rJ~-?·u-lts: will> _be tak·en :a,s :.:i.n_d·ependentl_y. p~ov~d by ·t:he ._me,ttiod;s 
of· topo·1o·gi.:c_·al 'afi'.a:1.ys~is·. 1?:o·.1yrtomi.a.ls wil-1 again be c¢ptr.ct:l 
t.o· the devel·opnfent however., At t-h~: b~:ginning of ·,each of 
the sections· a br:i.ef .o-utline of: t·he· development will b.e 
given. The th.~:forerns: used without- pr:o:of in Secti_on 3 
:are listed ln the appendix wi-th refer,ences. The~te · th·eo:pems 
wilf be referred to py l.ette·r·,- e.g .... ,. 'I'heorem B. 
' ~, .... !- , • ....._ .... 
'-
In the paper the following notation will be used. Let 
'\., K ·denote the complex plane ahd c» the pos~tive integ~rs. 
~ 
I For r > O, let U(r) denote the interior of the circle C(r) 
I 
with center at the origin and radius r. As noted above 
U(l) is denoted simply by U; further C(l) will be denoted 
py c·. For real numbers a and b, R(a+bi)=a and I(a+bi)=b. 
If Mand N are subsets of K, we let S(M,N) denote the real 
number inf {lx-y I : x&:M, yaN}. If R is a subset of K t·hen we 
shall denote the set R-R by B (R) , :.the boundary of R. If V 
is a simple close.d: ~µrve·, let E (V) denote the exterior . 
. 
· (unbounded componen·t· of 'the complemen·t-) of V and I (V) the 
interior {boup·ded compo:ne·n.t of the_ 'COrtlp:1$men:t.J r·.of v. 
Let. f c:tn.d :g: b.e fun.ct.ion:s or1 :s·ubsets of K s~h . that the 
-ran_ge c>-f. ·g ·1,i_e-s .in the ·ooma·in of. :f. Then fig shall denote· 
t.he fun,ction h such that h(zJ=--~--[g(z]] for all z in the 
a.omai·n (j:f· 9.~ .For z1K, let- ·1_ 0 (z) be the id·eptity mapping. 
·Let: f be: a- 'function def.:ipe,d on a s~t. ·S _.:Ln· K, intq, K. If f 
:i:s, cont.in·uous, we s_h:all call· f. a_ :;m_ap of s·- into K; f is. 
called an open mc:1p, if £(V) .ip open in K for ail open s·ets 
vss. 
In TJ,eorem 2 .1, ·we_. -prove t:he :.M_aJtimum Modul:u·_s '!''hear.em 
,for the elements of the :family A described in the· in·tro--· 
duction. In Theorem 2. 2, applying Theorem 2. l,i we ,~d:q:pt a 
theorem pf Porcelli and Connell [5] to sho~ that ail 
---






polynomials lie irt A~ and.I are infinitely differentiali>le on 
. " 
.U. Theorem 2. 3 is a particular· case of Schwarz is Lemma and 
·is used to prove Theorem 2.4, the key to the Section. rt~ 
makes use of a simple auxiliary function to obtain growth 
rate extimates ·£-6r polynomials ·which depend only on the 
magnitude of their real parts. 
Employing the Stone-Weierstrass Theo·rern we s.h.ow that· 
every ·continuous function o~ the boundary c: of U ~ay b~ 
extended to a function or1 :u which is the ,un,if·o::rrn l.ixrftt.- ·qn._ 
IT of the real parts of a sequence of pdlyrtomia1a .. Applying_ 
'rh~orem 2. 4, we show that these sequep_qe:s .m.u·st .c:onverge on 
·u. ·t,o· complex differentiable functions .• 
i 
... 
:·on U,' w~- tben readily obtai·n a. polynqmial_ se_q_uen.c:e app·,r·oxi·-: 
. 
. . : . 
. 
Porcelli and Connell [4 l a·;r-:e, t.b.e,1 used ·to convert: th:is: 
.sequence into a power series. expans:i.ort· .f·o:r :e· on u·. 
In the last part of the· d-eveJ.oprfie·nt we obtain as :a 
~y-produc·t t·he. theory of harmonic: .f:un.ct:i·o.ns in .the two~ 
dimension.al c·ase, i-nc.luding the e,x·i_ste·nce of conj\ig:a1;e 
harmonic _f·unctions a·nd the resoluti·dn :.9-f the n:trichlet 
·p.roblem. £.or the circ·le. ·The Fun·dam·enta·l. Theorem :of 
-1-\lgeb·ra. and the open map.p.i:_p;g ,theore·m are a.l.$0 ver·ifieq. 
Finally it :sboula. ·be no·ted ·that the restric.t.i.011 :of· ·o::ur· 
attention to twice co·ntinuously di:ffer·entiable functions :is 
not as narrow as might appear. For the results may be readily 
extended to complex differentiable functions in general by 
-6~ 
/, 'I. 


















I LI .:-:: 
I '' :, ' 
, .. 
. , 
making use of Whyburn '.s Maximum Modulus Theorem [15). 
I Theorem 2·. 1: Let f£A and set u = Rf, V - If. - Then for zEU: 
(1) I u c z >I < sup {I u ( t > I : t E c} , 
-
(2) 
' V { z )I ( 
-
sup {fv{t)I :tt:cJ, 
(3) It (z>I ~ sup (If Ct> I :ttc} 
• 
equations hold, i.e., ux = vy and uy = -vx • 
~-
On u, Si.rice u,v£c2 on u,. w.e. have 
U + U = V... - V = V - V = Q:. 
xx yy ·yx xy xy xy 
,E,..:._£_milarly, v + ·V .. _ ,= .o on U. 
xx :Y:Y: 
.. . . · I I 2 Given E>O, let· .r:(.z) .= {£/4)· z for z£U. L·et w· == u + r . . 
The function w is a real valued one of two variables 
defined on {(x,y) :x2+y2 ~ 1} .' Further, 
w + w = u + u + r . .. . + :r: • (', .. : xx yy xx yy . xx: . ·y·y I· 
But r = (E/4),lzP = (t/4) (x2+y2), where z = x+iy. 
'.r.hen r = (E/4) (2x) = (£/2)x and :r - £/2 . . ......... X XX 
s imi 1-.El'r· 1:'\r , r = £/ 2 • 
.... . .i .. YY 
F-:inally, w + ·w· . ·= O + £/2 + £/2 = E for ztU. 
xx YY 
Assume that for some ziu, w(z}? sup {w(t) :ttcJ . 
Sine:~ w is a real valued continuous function defined on the 
closed set U, it assumes its maximum at some pQint of U. 
By the assumption w assumes its maximum at some point of U. 
~ 
Hence, there exists z 0 6U such that W.(Z 0 ) =' 5up {w(t) :teu1. 
Thus w (z 0 ) = w (z 0 ) = O which is a nece$sary condition for X y . 
a 1;:eal valued function of two- :var.i·a:b.Ies- to. :-have a maximum 
'· 
'/ 
'::... ..,. ·fi.l.t'~·· ~'". '¥ 
-. ! I 
! 
. ··} .~:~':''i:\·::.:,--.\,:~·::··,;>"';', .. -}:'~< _·/:; •,'.· 'j,:_.ft,_:..·:?~'_;f'.'.,. -;-·,:.>\ \·:. ·, '{·~~~,.;···:,:'.<·'':..' ,/.··,..:1y ~~ .. > {t{}/.'.''. 
_... __ , 
., ..... ·_~4.::'. •· .. - ._ .. __ ..... · ..-.... ······•·-·····-· , , <>• ., . .,,~,.,,,,,,~,.-,-.,-..,.; . .,,,,.·,.-,,-,...--<•,c- -.•,•,' ~ , ___ ~- b,• -• ·-• ··--
. 'J, ·-
.at: .an:.1 interior .point o·f it~. domain. e I is a maximum 
: , I 
value of the function wXz), then w restricted to the real 
axis and w restricted to the imaginary axis must also have 
a maximum at z 0 • However, for all z£U, w + w = E. 
xx yy 
Thus either w > 0 or w > 0 and w restricted to the rea:·1 xx yy . 
axis or w restricted to the imaginary· axis must have a 
:mirfim:um a·t· z 0 •. :s:ince w ·is not a constant function, we 
··ha:ve: .a contradi·c·t.ioh. Thus w(z) < sup {w(t) :tlC} for z£U. 
Le-t:ting £ .. 0, we 11:~ve· u(z) S sup {u(t) :t£C} for z£U.· 
In a simil.ar· manner by using the function w1 = -u +· ·r; 
we can .s.ho.w t:h·a·t. w1 (z) < sup.{w1(t).:tEC} for z£U and tha·t. 
-u(z) ~ sup {-u(t):tEC) for z£U. 
But u(z) ~ sup {u(t) :tEC} S sup {lu(t)I :tee} and 
-u(z) S sup {-u(t) :tEC} :5 sup {lu(t)I :ttC} . 
. ,•·,;:Hence, lu(z)I 1 sup {lu(t)I :tEC} for z£U. 
I 
The argument for {2) is analogous since v is als-o a 
real valued h.a.rmonic .. f.uncti:or1.. _Simply .rep:l:ace u -b.y v 
... 
wherever it ~-p.pe'.c::fr$. -anq :c2·J fo1.·1.'.ows imme·diately. 
·, 
To prove (.3) , assume there exists z 0 £U such ... t·ha.t 
' f ( Z.o ) J > M = ·sup {If ( t) I : t tcJ . 
Consider the function g (z) == f'(.z) /M for z£U. 
I g ( z o) / = ff ( z o) I /M > 1, and for tE'C, 
I g { t) J · · - I f ( t ) I /M ~ 1 . 
:·'l'here exists n£W such that fg(z 0 )nl )' 2. Cl~~.;r:\).y· t-ll_e 
function [g(z) ]n E. A. By the triangle inequality~ 





Then by parts (1) and (2), ·· 
lg(zo)nf ~ sup ffR[g(t)nJl:t.tC} + sup {1I[g(t)n]f :t£C], 
and lg(z 0 >nl ~ 2 sup £Jg(t)nl :tac}. 
Finally, lg(z 0 )n/ S 2 since Jg(t)I ~ 1 for tee. Thi.s 
contradiction proves (3). 
' \ 
Theorem 2. 2: Let P1 ,P2>_;·-a .. ~. be ~ sequence of·.polynomials, 
which converges uniformly on ij to~ limit function f. Then, 
-fSA and all derivatives off on U exist. 
-- -- ------ ,_ 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we may take Pi(~} - -0 
-for i E IAJ. ·For ztU. and i £1.J set 
o·. ('z) -
1 
L_et z,U, z :/= 0. 
-:tht1t for n ? N , n t w , 
P. (z)/z 1 




I z I 
z I 0 
z - 0 • 
I 0 and .the::r:e .. ,· 1S 
where t. is an arbitrary positive n..umbe·:r. :·He-nc:e, 
N~ld SUC·h 
/ P n (z) /z-f (z) /z I < £ for n? N and we have shown that i Qif i°::l 
is a :s·e·quence of polynomials which converg_e~_sr p-crintwise to 
Furthermore, if zEC, then th.ere is Mew such that 
f:·_or n ? M, n e wi, and £:, O , IP ( z) -f ( z) I < E ,, n 
Hence, IPn(z)/z - f(z)/zl < e;Jzl for n ?M. But 'for z£C, 
lzl = 1 and we have . '· 
Jon(z) - f(z)/z/ <. E, for n~M and z£C. 
Th { Q f "° · f 1 . 1 h . h us . . 1s a sequence o po ynorn1a s w 1c 
' 1 1=1 








Since Q., ia~ is a polynomial, Q.e A. Also (Q -Q) 
1 1 Tm n 
is an element, of A for all m,n£~. By Theorem 2.1, 
f.o·r. ·all z&U and some t 01 C. 
·"' 
We note here that the compl.ex,. ·pl-ane K and all closed 




(in K or in the closed subs.et o·f 'K_) if and only if the 
seq:µence is a Cauchy seq·uence. Thus tbe-re exists N 61d such 
that ·for m,n ? N and all trc, 
.• 
l°ro Ct) -on <t) I < £. 
·T.hen , J Qm ( z) -Qn ( z) / < £ -for all m,n? N and zl'U. 
~y the remark above, there exists a limit function Q~ 
sµch that the sequence {oi} t:.1 converges 1.l.niformly to Q!> 
--on u. Thus f' (0) exists and in f:ac·t i:-s. e_qu_a:l to Q
0 
(0) = 
lim Q (0) = lim P' (0). Finally, f is differentiable on u .. n-f .. n n.,..oon 
.... 
Let O < f < 1, m,n&'4.>, z£U(f). Then, 
P (t)-P (z) 
n n · 
-t-z t-z 
t( (1-o)-1sup{JP (t)-P (z)-P (t)+P (z>l :ttc} 
- 1 n n m m 
• ~ (1-p)-1sup{lPn(t)-Pn(z)f +fPm(t)-Pm(z)j :tfc} 
~ 2 (1-r> -lsup {I Pn (t)-Pm (t) l :tee} . 
Let £>0. There exists Ntw such that for m,n? N, m,nsw, 
I. 
-10-
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• 
1 Ii ''-
:) , , '".t1t 





IP~(z}-P~(z)f < [2/ (1-p)] [(l-t)/2],f = t., 
and the sequence of polynomials fpi};:'1 converges uniformly 
on compact subsets of U to f'. 
An application of the above process to the polynomi·al:s 
f Pi_} t~\ will show that f" exists and that the sequence 
{PiJ : 1 converges uniformly on compact subsets of U to f". 
Furthermore, continued application of the same ·technique 
:, leads to th·e conclusion ~hat f possess.-es derivativ,~s of _a1:1 
orders on :u. Tri:viall-y, we al:s-o .ha:ve :that fEA. 
Theorem 2.3: Let fEA such that f(O) = 0 and such that there 
exists~ seguence of polynomials !PiJ;°1 which converges 
uniformly on U ( S) to f for some O < & < 1. Then for zEU, 
lf{z)I ~ M·lzl where M = sup {lf(t)I :tt:cJ. 
Proof: f(z)/z for z I 0 
For zEU, set g:(-z) = 
f ' ( 0) f-or z = 0 • ,. 
If· z ~ O, g' (.z:)_ =, [zf' (z)-f(z)]/z2 and. 
g II ( Z ) - [: Z 2 f II ( Z) - 2 Z f I ( Z ) + 2 t ( Z ): ] i Z 3. .•: 
Thus for z EU, z I= o , g' tz:) -ati.d g" ( z) ex-:i.st. and ar.e: con:--
tinuous since f£A. 
Le·t ·-u·s now consider ·the case of z -- 0. ·For z EU ( S) , 
P. (z)/z for z IO 1 
p ! ( 0) for z = o • 
1 
Following the prob£ &f: Theorem 2.2, we conclude that 
{oJ i:l converges uniformly on U (S) to g. Hence, gtA on 
U(&) and both g' (O) ·an·d g" (0) exist and·: are continuous in 
-11-
. ' 
'I ,, ·, 
i 
\, 
;T~:: •.. ~1 .. rt ·~; • ~· ·, 
_.;; 
i• 
- ' ... ~ '' ' .· ... ' __ ,.,. ,_,. ~.·. '~---..-"" __ . "'"' -- .. 
.. , 
:Pijrticuchar. Thus we have shown that g£A. 
-Applying Theorem 2.1, for zf!U, zlO, we have 
Jf(z)/zl - Jg (z)J 
" 
sup {\g (t) I :tee} . 
-
-
~ sup { If (t) /t I :t£C} - M. -
-
Finally, If ( z > I ~ M•fzf • 
'..I·f·: .z=O , /f (O)f ·= 0 and 0 = M·lzf = o. 
Corollary (Fundamental Theorem of Algeb·r.a)-: Let P be a 
I --
Polynomial and suppose that l? has no roo·ts. Then Pis 
a constant. 
-----
;I?roof :, Let. :P· ·be a_ polynomial and assume P has n.o roots. 
T--hen .1/P is a bounded, twice differentiable function in ·l<:•: 
From Theorem 2.3, for z£K and fzl < r, 
I P ( z ) - -P ( 0) I ~ sup {I P ( t) I : t EC ( r)} • I z 1. / r 
~ sup {IP(t)I :ttK} • lzl/r. a 
If sup {IP(t)I :t£K} = M, we have 
f P (z) - P (O)I ~ M·lzl /r. 
Letting r .... o0, we see that IP(z) - P(O)l -f O. .Hen-c·e.-. . .· . ,
I P ( z) - P ( 0) J = 0 and P .( z) = .P (..0') as was to be shown. 
Lemma 2.1: Let fEA and set M = sup·{IRf(t)I :t£C} • The,n_, 
lf(z)l 2 ~ 12M + f{z)l 2 for zEU. 
Proof: Let u = Rf. From T.heorern 2 .1, -u ! lu I ~ M for zeu. 
Hence, O ~ M + u 
~ 4M2 + 4Mu 
and lf(z)l 2 ~ 4M2 + 4Mu + Jf(z)f 2 • 








·r - 4M2 + 2Mf(z) + 2Mf(z} + lf(z)l 2 -
:·,· 
4M2 lf(z)l 2 - + 4M[f(z)+f(z)]/Z + -
- 4M2 + .4Mu + lf(z)I 2 • 
w--· • -~ ~-~ 
Hence, lf(z)l 2 < [2M+f (z)] [2M+f (z)J = [2M+f ( z) ] [2M+f ( z) ] -
J < 12M + f(z)l 2. 
- • 
:Theorem 2. 4: Let O <: r <. 1, and let P be ~ polynomial such 
that P(O} = 0. Then for zEU(r), IP(z)I ! 2M·lzl/(l-r) where 
M = sup {IRP(t)f :tEC}. 
-Proof: For zEU,: set g(z) = P(z)/"[2M + P(z) J •. ·unless P = O, 
gEA. By Lemma 2 .1, I :a>:( z) I 2 ~ I 2M + P ( z) I 2 • Thus, 
IP(z)/[2M + P(z~l2 ! 1 
lg<zll ~1. 





I [-P(z)/2M] 1 •. 
PtA and the sequence Fi a P fo:r; i ew converges uniformly to 
-Pon u. Also P(O) • O. Thus we may apply Theo:rem 2.3 to 
P and we have 
IP(z)I ! N·lzl for zeu where N = sup {IP{t) I :ttC} . 
ffence, I-P(z)/2MI: IP(z)l/2M ~(N/2M)fzl for zEU. 
Since N/2M is a fixed constant, we can find S > 0 such tl.,1at . 
"(N/lM)· S ~ 1/2 . . -Consequently, for z£U{S), 
. 
f-P (z) /2Ml $ (N/2M)·lzl ~ (N/2M)·8 ~ 1/2 . 
The sequence of polynomials (Qi},:7i converges urtiformly 
on U(S) to -[-P(z)/2M] [l + P(z}/2M]-l since I-P(z)/2MI < 1 
.f:br zeU ( S) • Thus, {Qi} ; 1 converges uniformly on U ( S) to 
[P(z)/2M] [2M + P(z)/2M]-1 = P(z)/.[2M + P(z)] = g(z:),_. 




-.-,', -- -~- ' 
Let zEU (r) • We already know that lg ( z)I i 1 for ztU. 
Hence, sup {lg(t)I :trc} S 1 and Jg(z)I ~ lzl for zeU(r) by 
Theorem 2.3. We now have 
I ~ ( z.) I - I P ( z ) / [ 2 M + P ( z )] J ~ I z I • 
Therefore, ~ 
IP ( z ) I ~ J 2 M + P ( z ) I · I z I ~ 2 M · I z I + I P ( z ) J ·I z I · ..· , and 
IP(z)I • (1-lzl) = IP (z)I - IP (z)l ·/zf 
; 
( 
~ 2M•lzl + fP{z)f•lzl- IP(z)l·lzl 
~ 2M·lz I • 
Since lzl ~ r < 1, 1 - lzl > 0 . Thus, 
IP ( z) I ~ ( 2M· I z I ) / ( 1- I z I ) i ( 2M• lz I ) / ( 1-r) • 
;r..et x be a compact HaU·sdorff space. Let c•(x) be the 
:se.t .of all continuous: complex v·altied fun¢tions on X. Tl;le . 
. se.t c•cx·) is a ·1.·inea·r· space s·J .. :p..c.e _q.I1):{ con.st.ant ·m~it.ip.l.e 
I . 
· of a contin:uou·s funq.t1.on: _is con:tin:uous and ·the sum of two 
cont·i.n.uot1s· functions is continuous. The space cit{x) 
becomes a normed linear s.pa:~e if. we define II£ II -
sup {lf(x)I :xtX}' and a metric space if we set r<f,g) -
II f - g 11 . As a metric space c 4 (x) is complete. 
Definition·2.l: A lihear space A of functions in c•(x) is 
. 
called an algebra if the: p.rod.u:c·t. of any two elements in A. [Y 
is again in A. A family T of functions in c*(x) is tall~d 
a subalgebra if ·fo.r· any two functions f arid ::g in T and any· 
complex numbers ·a a.nd b, we have af + bg t T and f g £ T. 
Definition 2. 2: An algebr·ci A in c*(X) is called a Banach 
algebra if A has a norm· such that A is. a complete no.rmed. 
-14-
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linear space and multiplication satisfies the condition: 
• 
The boundary of the unit disc, C, is a compact 
Hausdorff space. c•(c) becomes~ Banach algebra if we 
define llfll = sup f/f(z)f :zacj . 
Lemma 2.2: Let z£C. Then 
(1) n.m n-m if n > m, z z - z 
-
(2) znzm ~-n if - z n cm, -
-
(3) n-m fzl 2n which I real number. z z - l.S a -
-




. . n in8 -m -im8 ·T .. hus , z = e and z = e 
• 
(1) If n >m, then, 
znzm = (eine) (e-im8) = e·i (n-m)e = 
l2) If n < m, then, 
znz111 = (eine) (e -ima,) = e-i(m-n)~ = 





znzm = znzn = (zz)n = {JzJ2}n = lzl2n. 
• 
• 
·Lemma 2. 3: Let ctf c) be the Banach algebra of cont.inuous -
------
complex valued functions on c .. Then the family 'I' generated 
'I. ~ functions of the form P {z) and P (z) where ztC and P is 
~ complex polynomial is~ subalgebra of c•(c). 
Proof: Let s (C) be the set of complex polynomia:l:s _pve'r ·c:._ 
Le"t:_, ~,bl:K, and P ~Q S S (C). Then we have. 
(1) '·aP + bQ = R where Res (C), 




·- - R,Nt S (C}, (3) aP + bQ .= R + N where 
-
-(4) aP + bQ = R + N where R,NCS(C). 
Thus for a,blK, f ,gCT, we can conclude that 
(af+bg)IT. Furthermore, P·Q = R where Rt S (C) and P.Q· == '.R. 
where RS S (C),. If we now consider the remaining product . 
possi.bility P·O., by Lemma 2.2 terms involving znzm reduce 
., 
. n-m ..m-n to terms of the form z , z , or to r.eal numbers. i· 
Hence, P •Q = R ·+ Q where R,Q i S (C). We now have that 
if f,gST, then {fg)tT. Thus T is a subalgebra of c•{C). 
Lemma 2.4: Let c•(c) be ·.the, Ban·a·ch algebra of continuous 
complex valued functions on :C -~ ~f Tis the subalgebra of 
·-
-' , 
c•(c)- generated by function.s _of· 'the form P (z) and P (z) 
where zEC and P is ~ complex polynomial, then T = C "cc) . 
Proof: By Lemma 2.3, T is a subalgep:r~ of c«(c). If f8T, 
then Rf anq If are elements of T s-ince Rf - (f+f)./2 and 
,{ ~ tf = (f-I)/2i = (f-I)i/2. 
L 
..... ,,_ '"! 
Let a,bEC, a I= b. Th_e: ,i'd·en,t.ity :func-t_i-o·n I 0 (zl i.s .an 
.,e·lement of T. Hence, Rz: an.d Iz are ·re:al valued elewerit.:s.· 
·of ·T\. · S·:iJ1ce.: ·a· .t b_, eit.her Ra I Rb or ta· I= Ib. 
Define ... : .. ... . . - . . . the function g ( z) as fd·l.lbws.: .for z£C: 
Rz if Ra f Rb I 
g (.z) -
Iz if Ra - Rb - • 
-w.~ observe that_ 9£T .and_ g (a) 'I. g (b). Thus we have 
f·ounci ·an·. element of T which ,separates po:j.n.t-s. Since the, 
c.-omplex valued and :tTe·al valued constant functions. on C are 
elements. of T, we may apply the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem 
' ~,.,, ... .,. ~-···-·-····'"'·'" ..... ~ .. -- ... ,--~--.... --
' 
to T and conclude that T must contain all continuous. real 
valued functions on C. Finally, if f£C*(c), f = u+iv, . 
where u and v are real valued continuous functions on C. 
- ' Thus, T = C (C). 
Theorem 2. 5 (L~_lahd' [91) ::: Let ~ be a continuous real valued 
function on C. Then: 
(1) There exists~ continuous real valued function h 
on u such that h(z) = ;cz) for all zEC. 
.,,;· 
(·2) There exists a complex valued funct·ion w oh :u 
--- ---- -
-
such that all derivatives of won U exist and 
-
.·such that h(z) = Rw(z) for all z£U. 
(3) If f£A, there exists ~ seqQence of polynom.ia:ls 
f Pi~ iC:l which converge uniformly on U tpf. 
:.1?.'r·o.of: (1) Let />(z) be a continuous real valued. function on 
C. .B.Y Lemmas 2. 3 and 2. 4, there exist sequences of 
polynomials {P if;' 1 and {oJ t'\ such that the sequence 
f Pi+C\li:l converges uniformly on C to ; • Without loss 
of generality, we may take P. ( 0) :- Q. ( 0) = 0 for i e "'· l. l. 
For iew, R(P.+Q.) - [(P •.. fQ.·) + (.P .. +·Q .. .)J/2 l 1.· i · 1 1 1· · 
~ f (.P:. ·+ :Q .. } + (.P. +Q,i) l/2 
· 1 -1· · l. · 1 · 
= [ (J?i+Qi) + .(Pi +Qi) ]/2 
. 
-
:::;. r tP . + a . > +. c· P . ·+o ... l 1 12 
· 1 1 . 1 1 .· 
= R (P. +QI) • 
.1. l. 
Leth .. = R·(P .. +Q.,l for ietu. Since <'p.+Q.-i ~l conver_g-'e·:s 1 1 1· l. 1 1i1= 
.. 
uniformly on C to the real valued function f, the sequence 
{R (Pi +Qi >JiC:l converges uniformly to I on C. . ..
-17-
.· .. ·; 
I. I> 
But 
converges uniformly to + on C. 
Let E :, O. The:r:e exists Ntt&, such that for m,nt N , t£C, 
fR[Pm(t)+Qm(t)] - R[Pn(t)+Qn(t)]( < £. 
But the function Pm+ Qm-Pn-Qn £ A for all m,n£W. Thus: :f:·rorti. 
Theorem 2.1, for m,n? N, z£IT, we have 
Ihm ( z) -h·n ( z) I = JR [Pm ( z) +Qrn ( z) ] -R [Pn ( z) +Qn ( z) ] I 
~ sup {IR [Pm (t) +Qrn (t)] -R [Pn (t)] -Qn (t)] J : tic}. 
H.en:ce, lhm(z) - hn(z)I <E for rn,n? N, z£U, and t·h.e 
seciuence { h ·} 00 1 l=1 converges uniformly on U to a lintit, 
function h such that J:1.(-z) = f( z) for zec. 
·'"· qo (2) Let us now cohsider the sequence {Pi+Q)i.=i 
formed in part ((1) _of this theor~~. Since Pi(O); ~ Qi(0)=":0~. 
P_·i ( 0) +Qi ( 0) = 0 for i E. w . Thus. we may apply Theorem 2. -4 
to the polynomials Pi (z)+Qi (z), i 11.d. 
' 
-:Let O < r < 1 and £ > 0. There exi·s:.ts NI Id such -that 
·for tBC, m,n !. N, m,n&td, 
lhm(t)-hn(z)f = fRCPrn(t)+Qm:Ct.J] - R[Pn(t)+Qn(t)]J 
< ( E/2) [ ( 1-r)_l·r] 
Let M = sup {IR[Pm(t}+Qm(t)-Pn(t)-Qn(t}I :ttc]. By Theorem 
2.4 we have for m,n&CJ and zeU(r), 
ICPm(z)+Om(z)] - [Pn (z)+Qn (z) ]J ~ (2M·lzl )/(1-r). 
We note that M = sup {IR[Pm(tl+Om(t)]-R[Pn·Ct)+Qn(t)I :tECj. 
Thus, M < { E/2) (1-r) /r since the supremum is assumed for 
-·-·1· _.·a.··,;... . . ..
.. -.·-.a 
Henc~, for z£U(r), m,n? N, 
I [ Pm ( z ) +Qro ( z ) 1 - [ P n ( z ) +Qn ( z ) ] I < [ 2 r E ( 1-r) ] / [ 2 r ( 1-r) ] 
< E.. •:...,r-·· 
Thus, we see that the sequence f'i +Qi} ,'":.J. converges uniformly 
on compact subsets of U to a l·irni t function w. By Theorem 
l 2.2, all derivatives of :won U exist. Furthe~ h(z) = 
Rw,(z) for zru as desi.red. 
:(:3) Let f£A. Set f(z) = Rf(z) for zec • 
.... 
_F_:r:orn Theorem 2 .1 we have 
I Rf ( z) -h ( z) I i sup {IR [ f ( t) --h ( t) ] I : t £C ( r) J = O • O<r<l 
T'hus Rf (z·) = h(z) for ztU • 
. ·se't ·u = R(f-w) and v = I(f-w) • 
. R.,(!.-·-w) = Rf - Rw = Rf: - h = 0 for z£U. Th-us u = O on U. 
c·ons.e·quently, O = u = v and :0: ,=· ti = v on u .. X y ·y X 
~et zru, z = _x+iy. Sinbe v ~ v ='O bn u, v a con u, 
·x Y 
whe-re c is :a re:·a1 -qon-p_t:ant. Thus, ·v = I (f-w) = If - Iw = 
.1 f,.:(·o_> ..... ·r:f to·} ~-- :C • _s:_i:tic:e Iw ( 0) = 0. :f;r:om part ( 2). , V i!! c 
' .. ~. 
·.oh U wl1e1.re If (0-) -- c. Finally, f-w ~: u+iv := _.j._q: and f = w+d 
wbe:re d is a. complex constant,: •. 
'~ 
. ' .• I f {P I +Q I } GO 
1 1 £=1 is th·e sequeti:ce ¢ons·:i,qe_red. in pa·r-t {i·l 
wh:·i.ch converges uniformly- on .compacta of u to w, set 
-l;ti(z) = Pi(z) + Qi(z) + d for itw, z£U. Clearly the 
sequence {Ri} .001 converges uniformly to f = w+d on compacta ,w 
of u. 
Let t>O. Then there exists O < 8 < 1 such that fot· all 




from the fact that, s.ince f is continuous dn the compact 
set U, it is uniformly ~continuc;,us there .. 
' ,, 
·,;. 
Further, there exists NBC&J such that lf(z)-Rn(z)f.<E/2 /·~--... 
, I 
for n ? N, n£CIJ and for all~zaU(S). 
' 
·-Let Ai (z) = Ri (Gz) for all zSK, i&t.l>. If zeu, then· 
SzlU(G). Also lz-Sz I= /(1-S)•lzl -S 1-& for z£U. 
-Thus for n l N, z&U, 
If (z)-~ (z)I = If (z)-f (Sz) +f (Sz) -Rn (6z)f 
~ I f ( z ) - f ( S z ) f + / f ( S z ) - Rn { S z ) I 
<: E/2 + E/2 = £ • 
-Hence, the :-sectuence 
as desired. 
{Ai}i:1 converges uniform!}( to ·£ .. ·.oh :.U 
Remark: Since hxx + hyy = 0 on U., htz) = ~ (z) for zEC, we 
·have sol.ved the Dirich·1e··t ·problem for the circ:le. ::[6·] ..• 
:iiw i·s ·Ca·11e.d ·the cqhjug.ate.· h·armonic fun:cti.on o.f h •. 
Theorem 2-.6· (':Pt>rcei·Ii and Connell [4, p.232.]J:· :·r·.f· P(z) ·= 
-,, 
L apzP for ztK, and IP ( z)I :S 1 for ztU, then I ail ~ · l P•O 
for i = 0,1,2, ... ,n. 
Proof: T:rivially, the theorem holds for· polynornia.J.·p· of 
degree zero~. Suppose 
of degree rt of less~ 
·£or n £ w, it holds fo·r ;p.olynomials· 
Let P (z) = f.ta zp be a polynomial p,d p 
of degree n+l with IP(z)I ~ 1 for z£U. 
Let 8sC, i.e., J81 = 1. 




Q ( z )) / z for z i: 0 Set Q(z) = 
..,... 0 
for z = 0. 
Q 0 is a polynomial of degree· n, and_ from Theorem 2·.1, 
Joo (z)I ~ sup {/Oo (t)I :ttc} = sup {IQ(t)I :tac} . 
~ sup {1/2 I P (t) -P (St) I :tee} 
~ 1/2 sup{fP(t)/ :tEC} + 1/2 sup{IP(8t)/ :ti.c} 
~ 1/2 (l+lt = 1 • 
By the induction hypothesis,, · fo·r p = O, 1, 2, ••. ~-n.(, 
l<ap+112> c1-w>+1 > I ! 1. 
+l; Choose 8€C such that 9P = ~l. 
:Then we have for p = 0,1,2, .•• ,n , 
/ (ap+1/2) (l-eP+1 ) J = f (ap+1/2) (l+l) f = f ap+l I ~ 1 • 
Finally, la 0 I = )P(O)I ~ I by hypo~hesis. Hence, 
lap I ~ 1 for p = 0, 1, 2, .•• ,n+ 1 and the p·roof is complete. 
"M C:orollary .!_: g P'(z) = E apzP for zeK, and IP(z)I ~ 1 
,:o 
for zE'u(l- 1/n) where n£w, then fapl ~ (1- 1/n)-p for 
f:t = 0, 1, 2 , ••• ,m .• 
Proof: Let P(z) 
z£U(l- 1/n). 
'ffi 
= L a zP for zeK, and IP(z)I ~ P=O p 
"h, 
1 fo.r' 
For zfK set Q(z) = E ap[(n-l)z/n]P = P[(n-l)z/n_l 
,: 0 • 
Let z£U. Since lzl ~ 1, [(n-1)/n]·lzl ~ (n-1)/n. ,.H~pcer 
f [ ( n -1) / n ]·z I ~ ( n -1) / n and [ ( n -1 ) / n ] z £ IT ( 1- 1 / n) .• · 'I'h u·s , 
fQ(z)I ~ 1 for zlU. 
Further, Q(z) =f ap[(n-1)/n]P zP --· 
P•O • 





~-------....._. ..... ,, ... ,, .. , ...~,.1..-.,.----............ ,._ ..... - ' 
From Theorem 2. 6 we have, for p=O, 1,2, ••• ,m ., 
fa [(n-1)/n]Pf ~ 1. p . 
Finally, 
la I ~ [(n-1/n]-p = (1- 1/n)-p for p=0,1,2, ••• ,m. p 
-n 
Corollary 2. If P(z) = ~ a zP for zsK and jP(z}f ~ 8 p:o P 
for some 8>0 and all zlU, then fa f ~ 8 for p=O,l, ••• n. , p 
,, 
Proof: Let P(z) = 
for some 9 > O and 
~ a zP for z£K, and suppose that fp (z)I ie r-'o P 
-all zEU. Let Q(z) = P(z}/8. Q(z) is a 
-polynomial of degree n and IQ(z)I S 1 for zau. Hence~ 
. from Theorem ,2.61 we have 
fap~I ~ 1 and /apl ~ 8 for p=0,1,2, ••• ,n. 
Theorem 2.7 (Leland [10,p.171]): Let £SA. Then there 
00 
exists a power series T(z) = Ea zP, which converges 
- p:o P 
uniformly on compact subsets of U to f . 
.. 
Proof: Let n 1,w. By Theorem 2. 5 there exists, a seg_uence·-
of pol:Ynomials {P J : 1 which converges uniformly on 
U(l~ 1/rt) to f. Hence, there is ptw such that 
IP (z)-f(z)I < (l/2)n+l for z&U(l- 1/n). p 
Fu.rther, IP, (z)-P. (z)f ~ (l/2)n .t·o:r i,·j ~ p, i,j£W, and l. J 
-
z&.U(l- 1/n). Let Qn = PP, Qn+l · ... Pp+l'... . Then for n £.W, 
i,j ~ n, and zlU(l- 1/n), 
IQ. (z)-Q. (z)f ~ (l/2)n • 1 J 
By the Corollaries to Theorem 2.6 1 
· n -k· la,k-a.kf ~ {1/2) (1- 1/n) 1 l. J 
. 







the polynomial (Q!-Qj) when that coefficient is defined, 
and (aik-ajk) = 0 when k is strictly greater than the 
degree of -the poly~mial. k {aijlj;f is a_,sequence in K 
such_:__that Qj(z) = {=~ ajk_Z for j£W. But for a fixed 
k aw, this sequence is a Cauchy sequence in K and hence 
a convergent sequence. Thus the·re exists akCK such -that. -
for new, iS4.>, i>n, 
fak-aikl ~ 2(1/2) 0 (1- l/n}-:k= (l/2Jn-l(l/ l/P.)-k 
I ... 
Let ntw and le·t n 0 denote the d:~gr.e:e of On· Fclr. 
k > no, k£l.tl, ank = 0 and hence, 
f akl = f ak-ankl < (l/2)n-l (1..:. 1/n)"""k. 
Thus lim sup I akf l/k ~ (1- 1/n) -l. And Since rt is 
k-tOO 
arbitrary, we have lim sup I ak I l/k ~ 1 • 
<. k-t.. co 
If we consider the power series T (z) = ,Eakz~ we ,.s~~ 
I('=' 0 
th·a:t i:ts: :r·adius· of· convergence is. :1 • 
. o:n compact subsets of U in a uniform manner. 
, 
There exists n£~ such thatlzl < 1- 2/n. Let z£U. 
T.h:us, 
.. 
I zl ·(1- 1/r:r)-~1 < [ (1- 2/n)] [ :(n-:1) /n] -l. 
< [(n-2)/n.][n/(n-l}] 
< {n-2)/~n-l) < 1 • 




--.·2··· ·.3·· -·. . . ' . . 
·1, \ 
· .... ,·' 
• 
• 
Since fzl·Cl-1/n) -l ~ 1, we have 
~ 
IT (z)-Qn (z)/ i. (l/2)n-l (1- [n/ (n-1) ]·lzf} -l • 
But lzl < (n-2·) /n. Hence·, 
I 
JT(z)-Q~(z)l ~ (l/2)n-l(1-[n/(n-l)]•[(n-2)/n~-l 
~ (l/2)n-l{l-[(n-2)/(n-l)!-l · 
~ (l/2)n-l[(n-l-n+2)/(h-l)]-l 
1 ~ (i/2)n-l[l/(n-l)]-l - (n~lj (l/2)n-l. 
Thus lim Q (zl = ·T·fz). Since lim Q (z} - :f·:(z·J £.cfr all zeu, n~oo n n-too n · 
we have T(z) =· f(z) for all zEU. Als.o,, T:f·zJ .c:o.nv.e·rges 
uniforml.y· on compact subsets of u. to. f. 
Theorem 2. 8 (Open Mapping Theorelll} :-· .L.et· f· b_e .. !!.. Jlon-constant 
element of ·A. Then F (U) is an .. _open set. 
; .1: ls: ·an 
element of the interior of f (U). Witho.ut lo:ss of generalit:.$·, 
we may take zQ to .be o~ ~et fEA. From 1hedr~m 2.7, f cart. 
00 
be expanded in, a power series k.apzP. Since f is 
.n:.on·-GOnS:tant, there exists n EW such t"h.a·t a ; O an·a 
n DO 
f·Cz) .~ ··a 0 + La zP for zEU. 
p:h p 00 
$et g (z) = }: an+ zP for zEU. 
P=o P 
00 
. TJ1us, :a 0+zllg (z) - ao+zn.f,~/n+pzP = 
- a 0 + Ea zp = f (z) for z£U. 
p:1' p 
We note ·tn:at g ( 0) = a # 0. The function g is n 
·¢qnt.inuous. Hence, there exists 0<8<1 such that g(z) I 0 
for all zrIT(S). To see this, suppose the contrary~ Since 
··-..:2·4-
... 
a I O, then la I > 0. From the continuity of. g, there is: n n 
_ 0 < &1 < 1 such that . /g ( 0) ~g { z) I < Jan J for I z I < ~~-:. .. , 
Let f = S,/2. Then lg(z}:-g(O}I ~ I anl for lzl ~ S. If 
g(t) = 0 for some ttU(S'), then _fg(O):-g(t)I = Jg(O)I < Jani. 
This is a contradiction and we have thus veriried that 
there exists O< S, 1 such that g(z) ; O for all zt:U(S). 
-. -
Thus, f(z)-a 0 = zng(z) IO for all zEU{f), z 1 0. 
Also, f (z) 'I a 0 for all ztU(S), z =I 0. Since f{O) = a·Q:.,. 
f. ( 0 ) ' f [ C ( S ) ] • 
Let M = f [U (&)]. Then B (M) deno{es the ~et o:f :boundary 
points of ·the set M. Suppose now, by way of contra4iction., 
that f ( 0) £ B {M) • 
-The set M is compact since u (r) is comP.g.Ct and f is: 
.. a corftinuous function. Therefore, M is c.losed and boun·de .. cl · · 
·in K·. For hh.e ·same reason f [C (f)] is a compact, clos.e.·d· 
.and ·bound-e.d subset of K. 
Let ;r1 = S({f(O)J ,f[C(f)J). Since f(O) ,.f[C(S)] 
and since f [C (S)] is a closed s~t, r 1 > ·o. 
Let w1 £ K - M such that fw1-f(O)/ < r 1/2. We are 
... . I assured of the· existence of such a point since the set 
{w:lf(O)-w/ ~ r 1/2J isa neighborhood of f(ff) in the 
w-plane and, since f (0) e B (M) , it contai.ns ·a:·t· leas·:t ,QP.e. 
point w1 whith does not lie in M. 
I 
since 
.Mis closed, 0 < r 2 • Furthermore, since Mis closed, there 





lf(z)-w11 ~ r 2 for all zeU(S). Let t 0 £C(G) and 
suppose that lf(t 0 )-w11 =. r 2 < r 1/2 •. Th~n, 
l~(t 0 )-f(O)I = lf(t 0 )-w1+w1-f(O)I 
~ lf(t 0 )-w11 + lf(O)-w11 
~ r 2 + r 1/2 < r 1 . 
But this is a contradiction,since ff(t 0 )-f(O)I ~ r 1 . Thus 
ff(t)-w11 >_r2 > O, for tic(,). 
-1 - ~ Let h(z) = r 2 · [f (z)-w1 ] for ztU(G). Since w11 M, 
- 2 ' f(z.)-wl :/= 0 fo.r ,all zaU(S). Hence, htC on U(S) and h£C 0 
on C (S )- • We note that 
sup {/h(t)I :t&C(S)} = sup {lri[f(t)-w1 ]-~:t£C(S)} 
< 1 
&ince lf(t)-w1 / > r 2 for all t,c{f). 
But there. exists z2&:u ($) such that f'Cz 2 ) = w2 • Thtrs 
fh(z 2 )1 = Jr2'[.f(t)-w1 ]-lf = fr2"[w2-w1]-lJ = r 2/r2 = 1 .. 
;This contradicts Theorem '2 .1; hence f ( 0) /. B (M) • Since 
f(O)EM, thi~ implies that f(O) is an element of the interior 
of Mand consequently an element of the irtterio~ of f(U). 
3 •. A :R:ie,mann Mapping Theorem Approach· 
is followed to deri·ve a. powe:r s·er:ie.s- e.xp:a-nsi1on for :functions 
different·iable on. tlJe. -un.:Lt.. :disc: .. • T·he: :opet1: :mapping theorem 
and the difference quotient ar~ basic tools in the 
development; the key i_ri't't~~inediate theorem is q.n adaptation 
of a standard proof of. the Riemann Mapping ·Theorem [13] in 
Theorem 3. 3. Most o.f: t:he .work done previotiS to: the _p:rovi:n;g 
,, 
I , I· 
•, .• '~ .. ' . ':.,;,·.: " ,..,,.;; : ,, ._' •' " 
of this theorem is simply auxiliary in func
tion although 
some of it has.independent import. For exam
ple, a 
useful Maximum Modulus Principle for the dif
ference 
quotient is obtained in·?heorem 3.1 and a bas
ic theorem 
concerning families of uniformly bounded dif
ferentiable 
functions is verified in 'l'heorem 3.2. t 




:f.:un_c·ti·on o·b·tain_ed in that :t;tieorem, which maps
 u in: ;cl 
qne~.to-.0.n.e. manner onto a :b:oundea· reg·i,.on· s, i
s shown to- ,,'b:e 
uniq:tte: .• Co.:nsequently, ·it is: proy~:d. t·hat giv
en an arbitra-ry 
. . 1· 
d_i·f_fe·ren tiable function .f: on- :N, ·the:.1;·~, e:xists a 
sequence of 
4'0 . 
polynomials {PJ, .. 1 which con.ve_rges uniformly on compact 
sµbsets of u to f. Finally, a power series e
xpansiqµ :is 
I ,-· 
-o·btained in Theorem 3. 6 in exactly the same 
f ashi·on. &-s in 
. .. 
Theorem :2 ~- 7 c:omp.leting the development of th
e s,ec:tion·. 









which is continuous .ori T c3.Il<} open on. T. Then
 if Wis 
~- complementary domain {.a componen.t .Q·.~ the co
mplement) 
of f [B (T) ] , 
-
f (T) I\ W :f; f ~ W ~ f (T) • .. 
Proof: Suppose f (T) /l w # +. Since: T is art .·open ~.e.t, f.(l'l 
·- . 
is open in Kand f(T)n Wis open in w. Sine~ ·Tis clbS~
d. 
;and bounded in K, T is compact. 
hence closed and bounded in K. 
Hence, f (T)n w is closed in W. 
-Thus f(T) is compact and 
a·ut_: f (T) /\ w = f (T) II w. 
Finally, since Wis 
connected, f (T) 11 W = W and W: f (T). 
-27- I I' \ .: ~ _; ·_1 • 




Lemma 3.2: Let V be.an open set and ptV. If f is 
continuous £!!_ V and open on V- {p} , th·en f is.~ ·open· £!!_ V. 
Proof: Let D be an open set of V containing p. We wish to 
show that f (p) is .an ele~nt of the interior of f (D). Let 
S l:>.e a circle with center p such that s IJ I (S): D. 
Suppose f (p)£f (S). S 5D-{p}. Hence, f (S) S F[D-{p}]. 
Since D-{p} is. an open set of v-{p} , f [D-{pJ] is an open 
. 
s·et in K and an open subset of f (D). Thus f (p) is in the 
in:terior of f (.D) •· 
Now SUPEOSe f (p) ,f (S). Let T· .~: J~.:(S) -{pJ; thi$ i.s .an 
:open set o.f· v: ··and v-{p} . Let I (C) be the interior of a 
:qircl·e: Con .. taining f (p) wi·th r: (C) /I f (S) = i,. The existenqe· 
of. S·Uch a ci:rcle is always ass~red since f (p)£ I [f (S)]. 
' 
·we note that: I (c)··-{f'(p)} /\ f (T} :/ ;. Let. w be the comp.le.-
... 
·mentary domain of f [B (T)] containing I (C) - {f (p}} • By 
Lemma 3.1, W Sf(T) ~·· Henc·e,. I(C)-{f(p}}Sf(T). Thus, 
I (C) 5 f (T) and f (p).. is ah element of the interi·or of' f .(.W.) •. 
. Finally, f(p) i .. s .in· :the interior of f(D). 
·t.e·mma 3. 3 {Connell [3]}: Let ~-- be ~ bounded region and p£R . 
. I.f :h is a function which is continuous on R and differen-~ ·· · 
--
tiable on R-{p}, then for all z£R, 
·-
lh(z}l :£ sup{lh(t)I :t£B(R)} 
Proof: Suppose h is constant on R-{p}. 
-
· on R- and ·equality holds above. 
• 
,,_. 
Then hi~ constant 
Suppose that his non-constant on R-{p}. By Theorem B, 
:.h ·Is open on R- {p} • By Lemma 3 • 2 , h is open on R .• .The 
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I • 
function lh(z)I is continuous ·on R and :hence· attains its 
maximum at some point z 0 £R. Suppose that z 0 CR. Then 
I h ( z 0 )f would be a maximum of I h ( z) I in a neighborhood 
jz-z 0 1 <GS R. But this is impossible unless h(z) is 
· constant ih this· neighborhood. ~Hence, h is constant in R 1 ,• I 
contradicting th~ -~ssumption, and lh(z)f ~ sup{fh(t)I :t£B(R)} , 
·f.o.r all zER. 
Theorem 3~1: Let T be a simple closed curve, R = I{T), and 
- - ----- --- ---
"1 
·-
.Sa set containing R. Let f be a continuous function o~ S 
-
- - ----- ---- -
.. $.lICh that. f .i:s differentiable on R. For p£R, zfS let 
[f(z)-f(p)_l/(z··.-.p) if z ; p 
Qf,p(z) -
if z = p. 
Finally, if Q(z) - Qf,p(z), then for all zER, 
JQ(z)J ~ sup{IQ(t)I :tET} . 
.. 
. :P.tbo:f,t From the definition of the derivative., Q· j_s. 
qon,tinuous on :R.. Furthermore,- Q is differen-t.:Laole on R-{p}. 
l \ . 
:a_en.ce, · by Lemma 3. 3, for all zSR, 
Corollary: If Qf, P is a non-constant funC-tion, then for 
.... 
all ztR, 
Lemma 3. 4: Let F be· ~ uniformly bounded colle·ction of 
differentiable functions on an open set S. 
~n equ:i·continuous family .o.f: .functions. 








·,. :,!• •, .• ·•,, ,.•,,;,,,,·,,., ... -., .. 
.. 
Proof: ;Let p£S and T be a circle with radius rand center p 
such that R = TU I (T) S S. , There exists M > O such that 
I 
-Jf(z)I 4' M for all z£S and all f£F. 
from Theorem 3.1, 
If f£F and z&R, then 
lof,p<z>I ~ sup {IQf,p(t)I :teT} 
$_ sup {ff(t)'-f(p)f /r:tET} ~ 2M/r • 
Thus, lf(z)-f(p)f i lz-pl '(2M/r) • Hence, if 
lz-pl < (r/3M)£ for zeR, 
lf(z)-f(p)I ~ (r/3M) (2M/r)£ < e. • 
... 
·Thti"s ·F is an eq·uicontinuous family. 
Theorem 3. 2: Let ·F: =be. a. ttn.,i.:forµily bou:nd:e·a _collection of 
-~- -
00 
differentiable functions on ~ region R. Then if {fn} n=l 
is~ seqpence of functions from-F, there exists.~ subsequence 
{ fpkJ , p1 < p 2 <;;;. which converges uniformly on compact 
subsets of R.· ·· 
f unctioh_s.. A ·constru.c.t,i.ve, proctf·· -o,:f. th·e -t-heo.rern now f·oilow.s 
U:Sing ·th.e .equ_1.c·ontinuity of :F and the "rati.qr1a=1_ pc;,int$.''· cif· 
.,·.' 
·R... The prototy_-pe o,f· s·uc,!1 a. proo.f may be. fo.und -in NeJi.a-.:rl_,[l.l], 
pp.141 ff. 
Lemma 3. 5: Let f and g :b:e: po:l:ynomi't:t"ls :such that for each 
2£U g(z) # O. Let S be an open set in U and h(z) = f(z)/g;(:z)· 
for zEU. Then if 'F J : 1 is ~ sequence of polynomials 
converging uniformly on CQmpact subsets of h(S) to a limit 
---- - - ---
functio;n F, there exists _a sequence of polyA-nomials {o ] 00 
- i i=l 





~, '.'', •• .• • ,, .-., ... ~ C:,' ",'.!·., ,'.;,, '' .. ' 
Proof: Since P no h = P n o(f/g) where f a-nd. g are polynomials 
-with_ g(z) I= 0 for each z£U, n&'-', clearly there exist 
-polynomials fn and gn such that gn(z) # O for each z£U, 
and P oh(z) = f (z)/g (z) for zeIT. n n · n 
By Theorem A, there exists a fiitf t:e col'lecti.ort of 
( zp - z) for all z£K. Ft1r:t.her, sin.ce: g:n ( z) .:/: O for each zSU, 
we have lzkf > 1 for k = 1,2, ••• ,p. Thus if. z£U, 
I z/ zk / = I z I I I zk I < 1. 
• 
where Tkm {z) = f {z/zk)J for k - 1,2, ••• ,P, met.cl, z,K. j=O .. 
For m tw, ztK, let ·Q: .. = (il,/·a0·Yf· (zJT:1 .... (:zJ:·,·· ·T (z) . nm. · · · ·· ·.. n. · .. m: ·· .· pm 
{ amJ; 1 is a sequence of; polynolllials converging uniformly 
on U to f: /g•·· ··. . .: 
.n ··n. 
Suppose. that p 1 < p 2 < . . • is an itic-rea.s:i.rtg .·s:equen.cet 
in "' such t:hat for n t-w, z&U, 
IQ ( z) - P oh ( z )I < 1/n np · n . n . .. 
:Let M be a compact subset of .s and let £'>0 be giyeh •. 
·since h is ·c.ontinuous, h (M) is qq:mpact. Also, there e'X1.$t,~; 
N > 0 such that n > N, ntw implies that 1/n < £'/2 and 
fF(z)-P (z)I <:.£/2 for all zeh(M). Thus for z£M and n>N, 
n 
... 
' . ., 
n cw, we have 
IF oh ( z) -Q ( z) I 
. np , IFoh(z)-P oh(z)I + f P oh(z)-Q (z)I 
-- n n npn 1 
Hen:ce· · 
. . . . ' 
I n 
~ 1/n + ~/2 < £. • 
the sequence {Qnp J n':'l converges uniformly to Foh 
n 
·on compact -su:b:s·ets of s. I 
Lemma 3. 6 ··· (Connell and Porcelli, ·13:J ari.d [5:1): Suppose that 
{ fnJ ;\ is ~ sequence of differentiable functions defined 
on an ppen ·set S, converging uniformly on compact subsets 
of S to a limit function F. The':tl F is differentiable and 
--
{fn'(z>};1 Converges to F'(z) :for all zes. 
Proof: Let pSS and le .. t T be a circle with center p and 
radius. r such that .D = TU I (T) : S. 
Set Q (z.) = If {z}-:r·(.p) l/ (z-p} for zEK - {pJ • For n£w, 
'let .Q.. =·· ·Q. . . . • Sinc·e. the ·s:equence (t } ~ 




, uniformly .On compact subsets Of $ to F, { QnJ; l converges 
~ri.ifo.t1rtJ~.Y on. tli:e .. oo~p1,act subset D - {"p] to Q. 
~:Y Theorem :3. l for z ID, m,n e w, 
I Qn ( z) -°xn ( z ) I ~ sup { I Qn ( t) -°ro ( t) I : ti T} 
~ sup {lfn(t)-fm(t)l/r :tlT). 
Btit ·since {f J .,. converges uniformiy: on T there exists 
n n=l · ' 
· NIW such that I fn (t)-{m (t)~ ~- r•E for rn,n ? N, m,n&lll and 
all t£T. 
J ' 1' 
: .. , ' 
7 
./. 
• ";'l'."f~"I'"'•·• r• • • , 
~- -;· /.l. . . . , ' / . - ~ 
c.;, 
I !,. 
Hence, for m,n? N, m,na~ and zaD, 
IQn(z)-°m(z)I < r·E/r =,£,and we see that 
{onJn:l converges uniformly on D to a limit function Q 0 • 
Clearly Q 0 (z) = Q(z) for all z£D - ,,(p}. Hence, Fis 
I ' 
'~ 
differentiable at p and. F·' (p) = Q 0 (p) = lim Q {p) = lim f' {p). n..,..., n n_.o0 n · 
Lenuna 3.7: Let S be~ simply connected open set in u, such 
that 0£S and SIU. Then there exist polynomials f and g, 
such that for each zEU g(z) # 0, and~ one-to-one~ 
differentiable function hon S into U such that h' (0) > 1, 
h.{0) = O, and [f/g]oh(z) = z for all z£S • 
. 
-Proof: Let t&U - S. If zeu, 
11-tz I ~ 1- ltzl i 1- ltl > 0. 
We can thus define the function 
-A(z) = (t-~) (1-tz)-l for 
t-z 





t - 1-tz 
......,_l ___ t_(_l_~ --~-:-)-- -
2 
z ( 1- j ti ) 
I 2 1- ti 






By Theorem. B, A . is an open map .on :.s·. i-lence , A ( S) 
simply -connected, open set in,U not containing O. 
·F·rom Theorem D, ther·e exists a one-to-one 
Q:iffet:entiable function Hon A(S) int?{K such that 
' ' ,\ 
I 
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I . 
(H(z)] 2 = z for all z£A(S)." Then l[H(t)J 2 1 = Jtl <land 
-IH(t)I < 1. Further, for z&U, [1-H{t) ]z :J O. 
we can d~fine B(Z) = [H(t)-z] (1-H(t)z]-l • 
Hence, for zs.U 
Performing the_·· 
same computation as we did for A{z), we find that 
BoB(z) = z and hence Bis also one-to~one~ 
that BOH(t) = 0. 
For z£S, set ,p(z} = B•HoA{z). 
We note t:o.o· 
·since B, H, and A are one-to-one differenti·able fun:c·t·i·ons 
in their respective domains, we have that P(z) is one-to-
" 
one a·nd differentiable. Further, P (S)~U and 
P (.OJ = BoHoA(0) = BoH (t) =- 0 .• 
-For z£U, let K{z) 2 = z • Then for zeu, let Q{z) = 
AoKoB (z). Since A, ·K·, .and B are differentiable functions 
in their respective domains, Q .. is differentiable. Also, 
Q(IT)~ ij since lz( 2 { l if and only if lzl ~l •. Noting 
that BoB(z) = z for each z,u and that KoH(z) = :[.H(.z)J::2 ::; :z: 
.for each zfA(S), we have for zsu, 
QoP(Z) = [AoKoB]•[BoHoA](z) =AoKo[BoB]oHoA(z) 
- Ao[KoH]oA(z) = AoA(z) = z • 
Th-us, [QoP(z)]' = z' = 1 for z£U. 
But [QoP ( 0) ] ' = Q '· [P ( 0) ] • P' ( 0) 
·Q:' ( O} ~ P ' ( 0 ) = 1 • 
Oo (z) = 
Q(z)/z for z # 0 
Q' ( z) for -z = Q, ~ ..... 
Q 0 :· :is continuous on u and differen-·ti~able :o·n, u - {o} .. 
-34-· 
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I • _.,. 
K (z) 2 . = z 1s not one-to-one and hence Q is not a one-to-one-
function on u. Thus, Q0 cannot be constant on U. From the 
Corollary to Theorem 3.r for all zEU, 
1·Qo Cz)/ < sup f fQo (t> I :ttcl. 
But, sup (IQ 0 (t)f :t£C} = sup (IQ(t)/tl :t£CJ 
= sup { f Q ( t) f : t( Cf ~ 1 • 
Hence, fOo(z)f < 1 for zau and in particular IOo(O)I = 
IQ' (O)I , 1. Since Q' (0) •P' (o)· = 1., we have·that f P' (O)#>l. 
Now let :S' := p·• (0)/IP' (O)f and ·s.~t h;(zl = sP(z) for za:S. 
SiJ1oe: P· i·s one-to-one and differentiable,~.-. h ·==· sP is also 
:on·e.-t·o-one and differentiable. We note that 
fsf = IP' (0)/IP' (O)fl = IP' (0)/ /IP' (O)I = 1. 
, 
Hence, fh(z)I = lsP(z)I = fsf~P(z~ = IP(z)I; sinc·e P(S): U, 
h(S)$U. 
Furthe~mo.r:e,-%r(0:): ·- tsP(O)]' = sP' (0) = 
)· ........,.. _____ __ 
= P'(O)P'(O)/IP'(O)f 
I 
= IP' (O)f 2/IP' (O)I = IP' (0)1 > 1. 
Also, h ( O) = :s:P CO:.) = ·s · 0 = 0. Finally, consider the functio·n 
j ., ' 
QoF, where F .is defined to be F(Z) ~ ·z;s for zEK. QoF = f/g 
-where f and g a·re polynomials and g ( z) =I O for each zEU. 
But Q oFoh ( z) = [AoKoB] oFo [s {BoH oA}] (z) 
= [~oKoBoBoHoA] (z) = z 
by an earlie.r computation. 
I , , 
Thus we hav.e · ve·r·i:f_ied th·a.-t .h·fzJ .i-S .lt:h:e: :.~es ired function. 
· .... :·35-, 
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' The proof of the followi~g theorem is adapted from a 
. 
proof of the Riemann Mappi~g Theorem given by Saks and 
Zygmund (11], pp.225-230. 
·Theorem 3.3(Leland [7, p.169]): Let S be~ bounded simply 
' 
connected open set and z 0 £S. Then there exists a one-to-
-
one differentiable 
_ma2 F of s onto u such that F ( Z 0 ) 
.r,. -
F' (Z 0 ) ) O, and a sequence of polynomials {Pi}i:l -
" 
-1 .converging __ uniformly on compact subsets of U to F • 
- 0, -
Proof: Let Ebe the set of all one-to-one differentiable 
lllaps .f of S into U such th.at. f (z 0 ) = 0, f' (z 0 ) > 0 and 
such that there exists a sequenc::e .of polynomials { Qi} t:1 
:ct>rtverging un·iformly on compact· su}:)sets of f (S) to f- 1 • 
·Since S is bounded, th.ere exists M > O such that 
lzf ~ M for all zes~ Let A(z) = z-z 0 for zeS . A(z 0 ) = o· 
and fA(z)J = Jz-zol ~ tzl +, fzol ~ 2M < 3M for z£S • .,. ..... _,;-; . 
Let B.(z) = kA(z) where O < k < l/3M. 
B(O} = kA(O) = 0 and B' (z 0 ) = [k(z-z 0 ]' = k > 0. 
I B ( z) I = I kA ( z) I = k·(A ( z )I < k3M < { l/3M) ( 3M) < 1 • 
Hence, B maps S into u. ·C~early both A and Bare one-to~ 
one diffe,rentiable _maps and. trivially there exists a 
sequence of polyno·mials c.on_ver·ging uniforml.y on compact 
subsets of B(S) to B-l since B~l{iJ = {1/k)z for zeB(S) . 
. , 
Thus B6E and Eis not empty. 
Ifs= sup (f'(z 0 ):ftE}, thens is finite since the 
functions _ip E are uniformly bounded by 1.. Also, s > O 
-36--
. ' 
since B'(z 0 ) > 0 for the function B constructed above. 
Further, there exists a sequence {fn}r:'1 in E such that 
lim f' (z 0 ) = s. The family Eis uniformly bounded and n .. oo n ~ 
hence by Theorem 3. 2, there ex·ist p1 < p 2 .( • • • in "' such 
I ' 
that {fPJ ;::1 converges uniformly on compact subsets of S 
t-o a limit function F. From Lemma 3. 6, F is differentiable; 
F' (z 0 ) = s > 0 and hence Fis nonfconstant. From Theorem C, 
Fis one-to-one and from Theorem F, F(S)S U. 
For n t'4 let en = {z£F(S) :S[lzJ, K - F(S)] ! 1/n}. 
C is closed a:id1>ounded and hence compact for n,~. n 
00 
Further, F(S) = U C. 
n=l n Gi·ve·n the sequence p 1 < P2 < · · · 
• in,., 
determined abov~~ .. then by Theorem F, there exists n1w such . 
~~::'· that if m?, p , m sw,then C 5 f (S). Also, for· net&J, there n n m 
' exists a s~quence of polynomials {Pni} t:1 conv~rging on, 
compact subsets :of f ( S) to f - l since f £ E for each n. 
Pn Pn Pn 
Finally::, t·here exists q 1 < q 2 < • • • in "' such that for n£t-&J, 
lpnqn(z) - fp- 1 (z)I < 1/n for zECn. 
. n 
!f D is a compact subset of F .(S) , then there --e-xists 
an integer n 0 , such that D:Cn. Let E>O be given. Then 
0 
'.b.y Theorem F, there exists M > n 0 such that m > M, m&.1-c.1 
itliplies that lfp-l(z) - F-1 (z)I < £ for all z~C . 
m no 
for ztD EC and m >M, mgw, we have no 
IF-1 {z)-P (z>f < mqm -













. Th us, I F- l ( z ) - P mq ( z) I < E. 
/ m 
.... 
for m su,£:ficiently la~ge, and we 
have found a _sequence of polynomials conve~gi~g uniformly 
:...· 1 
on compact subsets of U to F . Finally, F(z 0 ) = 0 and 
·- . 
we have shown that FIE. 
Suppose now that F (S) =I U. B_y·· the continuity and 
differentiability of F, F(S) is a. _$imply connected open 
set of u containing 0. From te:mma 3. 7, there exist 
-polynomials f and g such that for each ztU g(z) # 0 and 
a one-to-one differentiable function hon F(S) into U 
:such th?it [f/g] oh (z) = z for all z£F {S) and. such th_a-t 
h' (0) > 1. We note that h-l(z) = [f (z) l/.[cJ(z.}l fOr 
z'ah [F (S)] = W.· 
Consider [h •F ( z O ) l ': ;- w:e, ha'\re: -l . 
[h oF ( z O ) ] ' = h' [E':=(z 6 J l · F' ( z O ) = hi~ (O.} • s ) s • 
Now W = h [F (S)] i-s· :an open set in u :s:it1c·e h is a 
d,ifferentiable function on F ( s) and F (SJ ._is an open set. 
:1\lso F(S) .· :h-1 (W-) sin.ct~ h is one-to-one. Since FSE, 
a sequence .of polynomials {Pi} i-l convergit.19· 
From -1 -1 ·uniformly on- compact subsets of h {W) to F • 
00 
Lemma 3 •. 5 ,:. ·there exis,ts a sequence of poly,noniials {Q. l.. _ 1 .. .. 111-
converging uniformly on compact subsets of w· to F-1oh -l. 
But (F~ 1oh-l) = (hoF) -l. Th h F E h · h · t us ~ £ ,w 1c 1s a con ra-
di ction. Hence F { S) = U·~ 
l. 
·, 
•.,: ... , 
·.1. 
• . I 
z 5 24 :; ; .. ~:··· ~ .~,--:-~;. .... ,,:•, 
,. 
-·~ Theorem 3. 4: Let S be a bounded simply ·connected open set. 
' in K, z 0 8S, and x 0 E. U - {O}. Then there exists~ unique 
.•. differentiable one-to-one function f on U onto S such that 
-
(1) f-l is differentiable, f(O) ~ z 0 , f' (0) > 0, and there 
-
exists~ sequence of polynomials {P.} .~1 converging ---- - --------- 1 1-
uniforrnly on compact subsets of U to f, and such that (2) 
' if g is~ one-to-one map.,of u onto sr;, such that 9 is 
differentiable on U - [x 0l, g(O) = z 0 , and g'(O) > O, then 
g = f. 
., , 
Proof: The 'exi·stence of at. l:e:ast qne· f·un·,c,t,ion f satisfying 
( 1) is as.suteq by T.het)r'.elll 3 ._·3. 
µ~t g be a furtct·ion satisfying (2J and set 
Q(zl = f- 1og(z) for all z£U. Then Q i.s a one-to-one map o:f-
tr··onto U such that Q is differentiable on U - (x 0J. Also~ 
-1 
-1 ... · .· . · Q ( 0) = f O g { 0) = f ( z O) = Q., rand 
1 
. I Q I ( Q ) = [ f - 0 g ( 0 ) ] I ~ f-1- . [g: .-(:Q .j ] • g ,· ( Q ) = 
,· 
. -1 But f' ( 0) > 0 and f fz.o) = 0. H$nce, f~I (i 0 ) > 0. 
:·.g' ( O) > o and thus~ Q' { O) > o. 
sup 
Thus 
For ztU let T = QQ,o· Thus, 
·1,. 
-1 -1 
-1 f og(z)-f og(O) =. f og(z) if z Io T(z) = z z 
Q' (0) if z = 0 • 
From Theorem 3.1, we have 
{IT(z)I :ztu} < sup sup {lT(t)I 
- 0 ,,.,1 :t£C(r)} < sup 1/r = 1. 
... O<l'<l 
IT(z)I ~ 1 for all z&U. 
Sirtce Q is one-to-one and Q(O) = P~ Q(z), 0 for 




















__;_·~··, 'C ·'•'•" ,,,, • 
-~- - -·-~-
- ,:.,.. ' \ ....... ~-,,-•.I t I•< ••'•• • ,,- • ,,-.- ' 
I 
"'· 
.. Applying Theorem 3 .1 to 1/T, we h.ave that . f T ( z) I ? 1 for all 
z£U. Consequently, IT ( z >I = 1 for all z,:u. 
-1 If z f:. 0 , T (z) Since IT ( z >I = 1, - [f og(z) ]/z. -
-1 • have that ]. e( where is fixed. From [f og(z) ]/z = e 
' 
a( 
continuity of T(z) at O, T(O) = ei-t. 
But fT(O)I - /Q' (O)I = 1. Also, Q' (0) > O. Hence, 
T(O) = Q' (0) i~ = e = 1. Thus for z s u- (o\ , 
[f-1og(z)]/z = .. l or f- 1og(z) = z. Also, f-\g(O) == Q • 
. Therefore, for all zfU, f- 1ag(z) = z. -and f = g. 
Theorem 3.5: .Let x 0 £U, x 0 f 0, and;. f b:~ .. :E. cont,inuous 
function on- U such that f is ·di:f:fe:tentiable on u- fx 0l . 
' ~ .. -
we 
the 
Then f is differentiable on U, and there exists~ sequence 
---' 
of Eolynomial~ {P J t0 1 which converges uniformly on compact 
subsets of U to f. 
Proof: Let O< t < 1 and r = 1-1! . Then ·.f···tom T:he,c,re·m E, 
there exists p ) 0 such t·hat the functi.on ·.g Cz:) ·= f: {z') + pz 
-for ztU, is one-to.-o-n.e on. U(-r). ·choose r :s.uch that x 0 EU{r). 
Let S = g [Ufrj.J:.. S·i .. nce f is differentiabl.e on· U- lx 0 f , it 
i-s cl:ifferentiable o.n. ·u (r) - fx 0 J . Hence, g is d.ifferentiable 
·o:n U(r}-fx 0}, and by 'l'heorem B, g_ i$ open Oil U(r)-!x 0 f. 
f.rom Lemma 3. 2, g. is open on U (.r).:.. :H·en.ce, S· is an open 
al:so simply connected. Furthermore, u (r) i:s_ a .. bounde:d 
region; thus by Lemma 3.3, for all zEU(r), 
Jg(z)I ~ sup {lg(t)I :tec(r)}. However, a c.ontinuous 
function assumes its maximum M on a compact set: su.ch as C (r) ~ 
-4d~ 












:: bounded in K. 
Since g is one-to-one on U (r) , g •· (z) I O for z E ti(r) -{x 0J . 
. In particular.g' (0) ;. O. H·ence, Jg' ('O)I > O and,wi·thout 
loss of generalit~we may take g' (0) > O. Simply consider 
the function h(z) = sg(z) where s = g' (0)/lg' (O)I and note 
that h ' ( 0 ) = sg ' (0 ) = lg ' ( O ) I 2 / f g ' ( O ) I = I g ' ( 0 >I > O • 
Thus, from Theorem 3. 4, g is- ··differentiable and there 
e_xists a sequence of polynomials {P J i~l which converges 
.'., 
uniformly on compact subs·ets of u (r) to g. Hence, 
{Pi -pI 0 } i~l converges un.iformly on· compact subsets of U(r), 
and in particular, u1_26 , to f. By a diagonal process we 
obtain a sequence of polynomials {oJ iC:1 , such that 
IOn(z)-f(z)I ~ (l/2)n for zeu1_ l/n" This is the desired 
sequence. 
Theorem 3.:6:.:, ff. f is a differentiable funct.-ion on U, then 
-...-. - - ------- ___ .._ -
00 
there exists· a power series l:::: a zn w{lich converges uniformly 
- ~:on 
on compact subsets of U to f. 
Proof: Let n stcJ. From Theorem 3. 5, :tne-re. exists a s-~·q·,u:enc:e: 
of polynomials {P.}. =l which co:nve:rg,e-s uniformly on 
u 1 1 .. 
U(l- 1/n) to f. The construc.t.1:·ve _p·-t:oof is now i-d.ern.t:ic:a..·1 to: 
that of Theorem 2.7. 
I • 
4··1 . -~· .. ,·-













We list below the theorems used without proof· 'in. 
S~~tion 3 with references. 
Theorem A. (Fundamental Theorem of Algebra)_(Whyburn [15 ,p. 77]): ·~ 
, Ev~ry non-constant polynomial has at least one zero in 
the complex plane. 
Theorem B. (Open Mapping Theorem) (Whyburn [15 ,p~·7:6]): l.:·f·· ::f· is 
a non-constant differentiable function def i:ne.d oti a. r~·g$_011: 
R, then· f is an open map~ 
s.equence of functions fn' each conti11uous artd. differeh.t:L.ab·le 
in a region R, converge· unif9rmly in I{ ·to· a furic:.t·:l'op ~ ·f: n_o.t 
.i·4e·:ntically zero. Then if z 0 £ R is an m-fold ze;ro .o:f f,: 
every sufficiently sm·all neighborhcrod D of z 0 ·Cdnta.ihs 
e.x_actly m ~eros of ~n _ for n)ij (D) •. 
c·,orollary: Let the sequence of fun.c·:f.ions f n' each 
differentiable and univalent in. a r~gion R, converge 
uniformly in ·1t to· :a: non-constant ·fun.ct:io.n :_f·.. Then f is 
a.lso un.t:v~tlent: in. R • 
. T.heorem o. (Leland[iolp •. .l:6.2.'] l .: Let z 0 rK and le·t. S. be a 
':...i' 
simply conne-c~'.teq, ·°-pen· ~s.e:t excluding z 0 • 
a :·.map k of S into K, such that [k (z)] 2 -
-Then there exists .. , .... ' 
;-zo for all ~,s. 
Theorem E. (Leland [ 10} p. 16:S:J) : Let A be a ;fin.i'.te, s-ubset of U 
and O < r < 1. If f is a map of u such that f. ,.is differentia-







-g(z) = pf(z) + z for zlU is one-to-one on U(r) • 
• 
Corollary: Let A be a finite subset of U and O < r c 1. 
If f is a map of U su.ch that f is differentiable on U - A, 
·then there exists p > 0 such that the f.unction g (z) = 
-f(z) + pz for zeu is one-to-one on U(r). 
Theorem F. (Leland [10 ,pp.167-168]) : Suppose that {f i] .:1 
is a sequence .of· .ofie-·to-one differentiable functions on a 
simply conne:c.te.d bounded open set S into u, converging 
uniformly on compact subsets of S to a i.iini-t £:unction F 
.non-constant on each c.ompon,ent d·f :s. T:hE?tt F' is a 
one-to-one differentiable functio~1 suc.h t:hat F (S) Eu. 
Moreover if M is, a compact subse-t· of F (S) , tl)~re exists 
N > O such that n ? N, n a &cJ, implies MS f (S) . Furthermo:te·,. n 
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